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Abstract—Ovonic threshold switching (OTS) selector is 

a promising candidate to suppress the sneak current paths 
in emerging memory arrays, but there is still a gap between 
its performance and the rigorous requirement from memory 
devices, especially its endurance improvement is hindered 
by insufficient understanding of the mechanism. In this 
work, cycling induced degradation of GeSe-based OTS 
selectors is studied with electrical characterization 
techniques. The existence of metastable state between the 
on- and off-state during cycling is observed and 
statistically analyzed alongside with the gradual off-state 
leakage current increase. Such metastable degradation 
may be attributed to the generation of unstable Ge-Ge 
bonds that might be induced by element segregation, which 
is also responsible for the higher off-state leakage current 
in GeSe selectors after large cycling or with higher Ge 
component. This work provides experimental guidance for 
optimizing OTS selectors. 

Index Terms—selector, OTS, GeSe, endurance, reliability 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ELECTORS are two-terminal volatile devices used in series 
with the resistive-switching element, such as Spin-Transfer 

Torque Magnetic Random-Access Memory (STT-MRAM), 
Resistive Random-Access Memory (RRAM) and Phase-change 
memory (PCM), to suppress the sneak-path current in memory 
arrays [1]-[3]. GeSe Ovonic threshold switching (OTS) 
selectors have recently demonstrated strong performance with 
high on-state current, nonlinearity and endurance [4]-[8], [15]-
[22]. However, detailed study of its reliability is still lacking 
and the understanding on the responsible mechanism is limited. 

Selectors need to be turned on and off during both the writing 
and reading of the memory elements. Therefore, better 
endurance is required even than that for memory elements. The 
emerging memory devices have achieved excellent program 
records: RRAM and STT-MRAM devices have already 
achieved write/erase endurance records of 108-1012 [9]-[13]. 
This sets rigorous targets for selector development. For the 
chalcogenide OTS selectors, although endurance of 1010 in 
GeSe-based devices by using a recovery scheme [14] and 1012 
in SiGeAsTe material without recovery scheme [15] have been 
achieved, it is still desirable to achieve a higher target. The 
effort to overcome the existing gap, via material engineering or 
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structure optimization, is hindered by a lack of in-depth 
understanding of endurance failure. 

In this work, cycling induced degradation of GeSe-based 
OTS selectors is studied with electrical characterization 
techniques. The existence of metastable state between the on- 
and off-state during cycling is observed and statistically 
analyzed, alongside with the gradual off-state leakage current 
increase. Such metastable degradation may be attributed to the 
generation of unstable Ge-Ge bonds induced by the element 
segregation, which are also responsible for the higher off-state 
leakage current of GeSe selectors after large cycling or with 
higher Ge component. This work provides experimental 
guidance for further optimizing the OTS selectors. 

 
II. DEVICE AND CHARACTERIZATION 

Amorphous GexSe1-x films were sandwiched between two 
TiN electrodes to form a TiN/GexSe1-x/TiN structure. The OTS 
devices were integrated in a 300 nm process flow and device 
size was defined by the TiN bottom electrode [5]. The GexSe1-x 
chalcogenide films were achieved and passivated a low-
temperature BEOL process scheme. Unless otherwise stated, 
the device size is 65 nm and the GexSe1-x thickness is 10 nm. 
Fig. 1a shows the typical I-V of a triangular switching pulse. 
Devices with x = 0.4 and 0.6 are comparatively studied. The 
fast I-V characterization was done with a Keysight B1500A 
semiconductor analyzer with embedded B1530A Waveform 
Generator/Fast Measurement Unit (WGFMU). Before normal 
switching, the device is first-fired (FF) with a stronger 
amplitude of 6V and rise/fall time of 1 µs. Off-state leakage 
current is measured with DC from -1 V to 1 V [16].  
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The off-state current of a fresh OTS device remains very low 

until the voltage reaches the threshold voltage (Vth) where the 
current abruptly increases by several orders to the on-state (Fig. 
1a). The off-state leakage current is area dependent at fresh-
state before FF, and area independent after FF, indicating the 
formation of a volatile conductive path during FF (Fig. 1b&c). 
The ab-initio calculation in our earlier work reveals that the 
OTS volatile switching in GexSe1-x is based on the modulation 
of electronic structure of mis-coordinated amorphous Ge-Ge 
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bonds as tail states, and the high electric field at Vth and the 
charge injection to conductive band lead to the Ge-Ge bond 
over-coordinated and thus transited from the ground state to the 
excited state with a much reduced mobility gap, delocalized 
with large physical size and lower energy level. [14-16]. This is 
further supported by the excitation energy (Ea) measurement 
which evidences that the defects in a fresh device are localized 
and at above the electrode’s Fermi level with a high energy 
barrier of 0.43 eV, leading to very low leakage via Poole-
Frenkel tunneling [14]. When they are delocalized at switch-on, 
a filament is formed with ohmic-like conduction via defect-to-
defect tunneling and with the Ea reduced to nearly 0 eV. Some 
of the slower defects remain delocalized after switch-off so that 
a much weaker filament is retained at off-state. 

 
As cycling number increases, the endurance degradation of 

OTS selectors is a gradual process as demonstrated in Fig. 2a. 
The Ge0.6Se0.4 device is switched for 106 cycles, and the off-state 
current increase can be clearly observed. Eventually, the 
volatile switching is entirely overwhelmed, as the non-linearity 
totally disappeared completely after 1M cycles. Such endurance 
performance is common for GexSe1-x selectors [17]-[22]. 
Endurance of more than 1010 in GeSe-based devices has been 
achieved in our earlier work by using a recovery scheme [14], 
make this device meet the requirement of selector specification. 
The off-state current increase with cycling is confirmed by the 
off-state leakage current measurement at low bias in Fig. 2b. 

 
Our previous works have reported the observation of delayed 

switch-on in fresh OTS devices during constant voltage stress 
(CVS), with the time-to-switch-on (t-on) following the Weibull 

distribution [23]. Despite this, the device remains at the on-state 
until CVS ends (Fig. 3a). In the cycled devices, however, the 
scenario is more complex, as severe current fluctuations can be 
observed after the device is already switched on. The 
fluctuations happen between discrete levels including the on-
state, the degraded off-state, and a metastable-state in the on/off 
window (Fig. 3b). Such fluctuation is also observed when the 
device is biased near the hold voltage after being firstly 
switched on using a triangular pulse (Fig. 3c-d). The 
fluctuations between the on-state and the metastable-state will 
further reduce the usable on/off window besides the increased 
off-state current, while those between the metastable-state 
levels and the degraded off-state will cause erroneous selector 
switch-offs which are not acceptable for the memory program 
and read operations.  

 
Such fluctuations are further analyzed statistically in multiple 

CVS cycles and at various voltage amplitudes. Fig. 4a 
demonstrates all the current responses measured during 100 
CVS cycles with an amplitude of 2.7 V and a width of 50 µs. It 
is clear that, after switching on, the current fluctuates between 
three states: the on-state, the degraded off-state and a 
metastable state. This metastable state, along with the on- and 
off-states, increases linearly with the voltage amplitude in the 
range from 2.6 V to 2.9 V and the trend seems in parallel to the 
off-state curve (Fig. 4b). The static distribution and dynamic 
series autocorrelation between the three levels are visualized 
using histogram and time lag plot as shown in Fig. 4(c, d-g).   
   Although the three states can be found at all the 4 voltage 
amplitudes as plotted in Fig. 4b, their distributions are quite 
different: the current has a larger probability to be fluctuating 
between the lower two states at lower voltage, and between the 
higher two states at higher voltage. 2.7 V seems a balanced bias 
point where the metastable state has an equal probability to 
interact with both the on- and degraded off-state (Fig. 4c). The 
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Fig.1. (a) Volatile switching of a Ge0.6Se0.4 OTS selector. Inset: TEM of 
the selector. (b) Off-state leakage current measured with DC is area 
dependent at fresh-state and area independent after FF. 
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Fig.2. (a) Observation of the leakage current increasing during AC 
cycling. Volatile switching (VS) is entirely overwhelmed by off-state 
leakage current after 1M cycles. (b) Off-state leakage current increase 
with cycling is confirmed by DC I-V measurement at low bias. 
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Fig.3. (a) Current response to CVS in a normal device, after t-on, the 
device remains at on-state until the CVS ends. (b) Current response in 
the same device after 1k cycles. After switch-on, current fluctuates 
between the on-state level, the degraded off-state level, and some 
metastable-state levels in the on/off window.(c) Waveform that firstly 
switch-on the device using a triangular pulse and then bias it at a 
constant voltage level near Vhold. (d) Current fluctuation can also be 
observed close to the hold voltage. 
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direction of state interaction is shown in the time lag plot (Fig. 
4 (d-g)). Taking y=x as the line of symmetry, more points on 
one side of this line indicate that the current tends to fluctuate 
more in one direction: for example, more rise to the higher level 
and less return when more points are above the line. At higher 
voltages, the fewer points below the y=x line and also fewer in 
its lower half indicate a smaller probability of current falling 
from a higher state to a lower one and more interactions 
between the intermediate and on states. 

 
The above observations reveal that during cycling, 

accompanied with the off-state current increase, a metastable 
state is generated, resulting in on/off reduction and device on-
state instability. For comparison, a GeSe device with x = 0.4 is 
tested under the same cycling conditions. The off-state leakage 
current of the relative Ge-poor device is lower than the Ge-rich 
one before 104 cycles (Fig. 5a). With lower leakage current, 
such metastable state cannot be observed at earlier cycles, until 
after 104 cycles when the leakage currents reach roughly the 
same level (Fig. 5b). This could be attributed to that the two 
types of devices have the identical degradation mechanism: the 
generated Ge-Ge bonds. The larger number of Ge-Ge bonds 
pre-existing in Ge0.6Se0.4 make it easier to generate new Ge-Ge 
bonds in the earlier cycles, thus a larger number of generated 
conductive defects may form a cluster and facilitate the 
formation of an intermediate conduction path which leads to the 
metastable state. As reported in our earlier work, element 
segregation, which causes degradation in the device, may 
contribute to the generation of new unstable Ge-Ge bonds and 
the formation of such intermediate conduction paths. 

These newly generated Ge-Ge bonds are weaker and less 
stable than the pre-existing ones so that part of them can switch 
either towards the off state or towards the on state, depending 
on the bias amplitude. In the Ge0.4Se0.6 device, however, more 
additional unstable Ge-Ge bonds need to be generated/activated 
during longer cycling for the same phenomenon to occur. This 
agrees with the ab initio calculation and the excitation energy 
measurement, which links the volatile switching of GexSe1-x to 
the modulation of electronic structure of mis-coordinated 
amorphous Ge-Ge bonds as tail states [14] [16] [24]. Increasing 
the proportion of Ge component may not only modulate the 
switching behavior, but also change the endurance performance 
as it becomes easier for more unstable new Ge-Ge bonds to be 
generated. As demonstrated in our earlier work, the endurance 
performance of Ge0.4Se0.6 OTS can be improved by more than 
5 orders after applying a recovery negative pulse in each 5,000 
cycles [14], as the negative pulse can prevent the element 
segregation, which happens only after larger cycling. Since the 
metastable can only be observed after 10k cycles as shown in 
Fig. 5(b), the recovery negative pulse is also an effective 
method to prevent the metastable state.   

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, cycling induced metastable degradation of 
GeSe-based OTS selectors is studied with electrical 
characterization techniques. The existence of metastable state 
between the on- and off-state during cycling is observed and 
statistically analyzed, alongside with the gradual leakage 
current increase. Such metastable degradation may be attributed 
to the generation of new unstable Ge-Ge bonds, which is also 
responsible for the higher off-state leakage current of GeSe 
selectors after cycling or with higher Ge component. This work 
provides experimental guidance for further optimizing OTS 
selectors. 
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